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Abstract. Mandarin, also known as Standard Chinese is the oﬃcial language of China and Singapore, there are certain diﬀerences when mandarin is spoken by people from diﬀerent homeplaces. The homeplace
classiﬁcation is important in speech recognition and machine translation. In this paper, we proposed a novel model named Bag-of-phonemes
(BOP) for homeplace classiﬁcation of mandarin speakers, which follows
the conceptually similar idea of the Bag-of-words (BOW) model in text
processing. The low-level Mel-frequency cepstral coeﬃcients (MFCC)
speach features of each homeplace are clustered into a set of codewords
referred to as phonemes. With this codebook, each speech signal can
be represented by a feature vector of distribution on phonemes. Classical
classiﬁers such as support vector machine (SVM) can be applied for classiﬁcation. This model is tested by RASC863 database, empirical studies
show that the new model has a better performance on the RASC863
database comparing to previous works [1].
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Introduction

The homeplace recognition and classiﬁcation is for identifying speaker’s homeplace by detecting characteristics of their voice (voice biometrics). The elements
which decide the characteristics of the speakers’ voices include acoustic features
(cepstrum), lexical features, prosodic features, languages, channel information,
and accents information. According to one’s accent, we can judge where he comes
from, which means his homeplace. With the rapid growth and development of
the society, the needs for homeplace identiﬁcation spread to several areas. For
example, in expert testimony and even in military ﬁeld, the homeplace identiﬁcation technology helps change “manpower”into “intelligence”. However, existing
homeplace identiﬁcation technology mainly concentrates on the machines which
recognize the homeplace mainly by dialects in China. As the popularization of
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Mandarin, which is the oﬃcial language of China and Singapore, accents of
Mandarin becomes another way to judge one’s original place.
For the subject of the identiﬁcation of homeplace Gu et al. [1] used Gaussian
mixture models (GMM) and n-gram language models to produce a global language feature, and makes decision using clustered support vector machine. Hou
et al. [2] proposed an approach for homeplace identiﬁcation using both cepstral and prosodic features with gender-dependent model. The identiﬁcation of
homeplace plays an important role not only in China. Malhotra and Khosla
[3] discussed text independent and identiﬁes accent among four regional Indian
groups spoken Hindi. Teixeira et al. [4] proposed an approach using a parallel
set of ergodic nets with context independent HMM units to identify six Englishspoken countries in Europe. There was also the recognition of hometown based
on the prosody of accents. In Gholipour et al. [5], prosodic features are used
for recognition that including rhythm-related features, global statistics on pitch
contour, energy contour and their derivatives.
In this paper, we proposed a novel model named Bag-of-phonemes (BOP) for
homeplace identiﬁcation of mandarin speakers. We deal with sound ﬁles in .wav
format which is well used in the real-world. The structure of the remainder of
the paper is as follows: in Sect. 2, we introduced the basic feature for homeplace
identiﬁcation. In Sect. 3, we fully described the Bag-of-phonemes in details. In
Sect. 4, we designed experiments and tested the model. Finally, the conclusions
were given in Sect. 5.

2

Voice Features Extraction

In sound processing, the Mel-frequency cepstrum (MFC) is a representation of
the short-term power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear cosine transform of
a log power spectrum on a nonlinear Mel scale of frequency. Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coeﬃcients (MFCC) are coeﬃcients that collectively make up an MFC
and such features have been widely used in speaker recognition [11]. The following are the main steps to extract the coeﬃcients from voice or sound.
2.1

Pre-emphasis

The ﬁrst step of MFCC extracting is to enhance the energy in high frequencies
which has been suppressed by certain parts of the human vocal system, such as
lips. This step makes the voice signal more smoothly, and improve the accuracy
of the model. A high-pass ﬁlter is used in this step:
S2 (n) = S(n) − α × S(n − 1)

(1)

where S(n) is the input signal in time domain. And α is a coeﬃcient, in general,
we have α = 0.95.
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Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

The voice spectrum changes rapidly in time domain. In order to obtain stable
voice features, we extract features from a small window. Each window is determined by three following parameters: the width of window, the oﬀset between
successive windows and the shape of window. The piece extracted from a window is called a frame. The frame size β is a number of milliseconds, generally
between 10 ms to 30 ms. And the number of milliseconds between the left edge of
successive windows is called frame shift, in our experiment, we use β/4 to avoid
information losses.
In order to calculate the energy contains by the signal in diﬀerent frequency
bands, We use FFT to extract the spectral information. The FFT is a improved
algorithm of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). For each sequence of N complex
numbers x0 , x1 , ..., xN −1 , we transform them into an N -periodic sequence of
complex numbers X0 , X1 , ..., XN −1 , by using this following DFT formula:
Xk =

N
−1


xn exp (−

n=0

2πi
nk)
N

k = 1, 2, ..., N − 1

(2)

where xn is a windowed signal as the input of DFT, and the output XK is a
complex number representing the magnitude and phase of that frequency component in the input signal. N is the sample length of analysis window, and the
sinusoid’s frequency is k cycles per N samples, and i is the imaginary unit of
complex number.
2.3

Mel Filter Bank

The mapping between frequency in Hertz and Mel scale is linear in low-frequency
and logarithmic in high frequency. The Mel scale can be computed from sound
frequency by using this following formula:
f
)
(3)
700
During MFCC computation, a bank of ﬁlter is created to collect energy from
each frequency band. The ﬁlter bank contains 12 ﬁlters which spread linearly in
low-frequency and spread logarithmically in high-frequency. As shown in Fig. 1.
Finally, we calculate the log of each Mel spectrum value.
M el = 2595 log10 (1 +

2.4

Cepstrum

The last step of extracting the coeﬃcients is to calculate the cepstrum of the
log of the Mel spectrum values. We can use Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
to get the following:
M elk =

N
−1

n=0

xn cos[k(n + 0.5)

π
]; (0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1)
N

(4)
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Fig. 1. An example of Mel ﬁlter bank.

where N is the number of ﬁlters in the ﬁlter bank, k is the number of cesptral
coeﬃcients. and xn is formulated as the “log-energy”output of the n-th ﬁlter.

3

Bag-of-phonemes Model

The Bag-of-words (BOW) model is a simpliﬁed assumption which is well-used in
statistical natural language processing and information retrieval (IR) [6]. In this
model, a text is regarded as a bag of unordered words, disregarding grammar.
The Bag-of-words model is commonly used in document classiﬁcation, where
the (frequency of) occurrence of each word is used as a feature for training a
classiﬁer [7,8]. In computer vision, the BOW model is also borrowed and reinvented as the Bag-of-features model, it can be applied to image classiﬁcation
[9,10] by treating image features as “visual words”. In document classiﬁcation,
a bag of words is a sparse vector of occurrence counts of words; that is, a sparse
histogram over the vocabulary. In computer vision, a bag of visual words is a
sparse vector of occurrence counts of a vocabulary of local image features. Some
other variants of BOW model were also proposed in music genre classiﬁcation
which named Bag-of tones [11].
Following the similar idea, we propose the Bag-of-phonemes model, in which
we treat voice as a document, and the term “words” need to be deﬁned. To
achieve this, all ﬁles of voice are transformed into a high dimensional space
of low-level features (i.e., MFCC in this paper) of each type are respectively
clustered to obtain some signiﬁcant basic units such as topics in text processing
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and visual words in image processing, in this paper, we call them the phonemes.
Each voice ﬁle is then can be represented as a distribution of the phonemes. The
details are described as the following.
3.1

Feature Description

MFCC feature has been widely used in voice recognition. Because of the good
performance of MFCC in speaker recognition, it is employed to transform each
voice ﬁle into a 12-dimensional matrix. It is like to have 12 channels where the
length is related to the original voice ﬁle Lv , the sliding window frame length
Lf and the window frame increment n. In all, each voice ﬁle can be transformed
v
dimensions matrix.
into a 12 × LfL×n
3.2

Codebook Generation

Each vector represented voice ﬁles is named codewords in Bag-of-phonemes
(BOP) model, and listed”codewords” is named codebook. In our experiment
the codebook is constituted by eight types which are the male and female speakers with homeplaces from four chinese cities: Chongqing, Shanghai, Xiamen and
Guangzhou.
In clustering, all the voice ﬁles in the training set are mapped into a 12dimensional space, where each voice is represented as a point in this space.
Given the size of the codebook (number of clusters), K-means is used to cluster
codewords of 8 types respectively, training codewords of each type is clustered
into k/8 clusters, where k is the size of codebook and each clusters can be
regarded as a codeword or phoneme. Given a voice ﬁle in the .wav format, each
voice is classiﬁed to either of these basic phonemes based on nearest Euclidean
distance in this space. The distribution of a voice ﬁle on phonemes can be simply
calculated using frequency counting. As shown in Fig. 2.
3.3

Classification

Once descriptors has been assigned to cluster to form the feature vectors, we
reduce the problem to a multi-classes supervised learning. The classiﬁer performs
two separate steps to predict the class of the unlabeled speakers: training and
testing. During the training operation, labeled spoken clips are sent to classiﬁer
and used to adapt a statistical division procedure to distinguishing categories.
In this paper, we chose the SVM classiﬁer to test the Bag-of-phonemes model,
and made a comparison of performance with pervious work [1]. The complete
process of the Bag-of-phoneme model is shown in Fig. 2.

4

Experimental Studies

In order to verify the performance of the novel model, we use a speaker database
named RASC8631 , including 800 speech clips of 800 speakers (400 male speakers, 400 female speakers) with homeplace of four Chinese cities: Chongqing,
1

http://www.chineseldc.org/doc/CLDC-SPC-2004-003/intro.htm
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Fig. 2. A illustrative process of the codebook generation (left-hand side) and classiﬁcation of Mandarin speakers from Chongqing and Guangzhou (right-hand side) by
using the BOP model.

Shanghai, Xiamen and Guangzhou, each city has 100 speakers (50 male and 50
female). All the speech clips are mono channel. During the pre-emphasis process,
the parameter α = 0.95. The window length β = 1024 points, and the framing
shift is 256 points. Each sound clip is transformed into a 12-dimensional matrix.
4.1

Influence of the Size of Codebook

In this paper, the BASC863 database including 800 speech clips in 8 types is
used for testing. A 50 % cross-validation is used to validate this model, precisely,
we use 400 speech clips as the training and other 400 clips for testing, then we
exchange the testing and training sets and run the test again. As a result, the
average accuracy with 2 times calculation is regarded as the ﬁnal result.
In order to study the inﬂuence of the length of Codebook, the BOP model
tested with the size of Codebook of 800, 720, 696, 680, 640, 600, 560, 504,
for a 8-types codebook, its size should be a multiple of 8. And we have also
calculated the accuracy with SVM classiﬁer in diﬀerent kernel functions (linear
and polynomial), where k is the number of clusters. When k = 696, the SVM
classiﬁer with linear function reaches a hit rate of homeplace classiﬁcation of
63.67 %. The accuracy in diﬀerent sizes of codebook as shown in Table 1:
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Table 1. Accuracy of BOP model with SVM classiﬁer.
k

504

560

600

640

680

696

720

800

Polynomial 57.13 % 56.88 % 56.25 % 56.38 % 56.38 % 55.67 % 55.38 % 55.00 %
Linear

4.2

60.50 % 60.75 % 61.50 % 62.63 % 62.13 % 63.67 % 61.88 % 61.25 %

Comparisons to Pervious Works

Given the RASC863 database, the Bag-of-phonemes model is compared to Gu
et al. [1], which uses the GMM symbolization method for dimensionality reduction and SVM classiﬁer for classiﬁcation. In this comparison, we used the same
testing and training sets and the same calculation method. With 384 Gaussian
models, the SVM classiﬁer with polynomial function reaches a hit rate of homeplace classiﬁcation in 61.75 % (see Table 2). It is obviously lower that the best
results we obtained by using the BOP model in Table 1.
Table 2. Accuracy of GMM symbolization model with SVM classiﬁer.
GMM

32

64

96

128

256

384

512

Polynomial 58.88 % 59.88 % 59.75 % 59.88 % 61.00 % 61.75 % 61.25 %
Linear

5

58.75 % 59.88 % 59.25 % 59.63 % 60.00 % 61.50 % 61.00 %

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a simple but novel model named the Bag-ofphonemes for homeplace classiﬁcation of mandarin speakers. The codebook is
built up by clustering the MFCC features of training data. Following the similar idea of Bag-of-words model in natural language processing, each input of
voice information is classiﬁed according to these basic phonemes (codewords)
representations. Classical classiﬁer SVM was used to testify this model. Empirical evidence showed that the new model outperforms GMM on the BASC863
database. In order to testify the eﬀectiveness of the new proposed model, more
comprehensive experimental studies on diﬀerent datasets and more comparisons
to other speech recognition models should be considered as the future work.
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